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Difficult Lighting Situation. An artist uses paints and brushes to create their work photographers use light. Auto camera settings work ok for normal scenes but generally people have trouble with more difficult lighting situations like indoors, rainforests, snow and sand dunes.



Indoors and Low Light Situations People rush to use flash but light is front on, hard and rarely flattering. The light from the built in flash is also only good for about 3 meters. Using a separate flask unit also has its limitation in the angle of light thrown is quiet narrow and its reach limited. Generally if you can see it you can photograph it but the issue becomes one of camera shake from slower shutter speeds. You can, and should, use a tripod to steady the shot or you can increase the ISO setting to increase the shutter speeds available to you. I often shoot hand held at ISO 800 for interiors to gain access to the natural light and shadow detail. Shadow detail is critical in providing two of the four main composition elements; namely form and texture. There are good reasons for being prepared to work with the available light. Most importantly, you’ll be able to take pictures in many places where the use of flash is impractical (floodlit buildings, displays behind glass); prohibited (churches, museums, concerts); intrusive (religious ceremonies); or would simply draw unwanted attention to your presence (covered markets, shops and shopping centres). Working inside, or at night, with artificial light sources causes many issues with White Balance control. The Auto white balance setting tries to adjust the colour temperature of the light so white looks white under all light sources (see separate tutorial on White Balance). Auto may work ok for a single light source but struggles with mixed light sources. You might want to try one of the other Web: www.peterryanphotography.com.au



pre-sets to match the dominant light source or if you want to record the light’s colours as seen then use the Daylight setting – not Auto. Make sure after each shoot that you re-adjust your cameras ISO, White Balance and Exposure Compensation settings for normal shooting conditions.



Rainforests This is one of the most difficult areas to photograph in. For example, I was in the rainforests of Costa Rica, full of wildlife and I am using my 70 – 300mm lens. One minute I am shooting birds deep in the foliage near the forest floor at ISO 800 – 1250 with shutter speeds of 1/30th second hand held – thank goodness for image stabilisation, and some minus exposure compensation because it is dark down there. Next a Howler Monkey passes by overhead and shooting up into the tree canopy backlight by a beautiful blue sky. The dark colour monkey required me to shoot at ISO 200 with +5 exposure compensation to record any detail in his face. Post production required some work to re-establish colours that had been washed out. The light variance is enormous so you need to understand light, exposures and how to quickly adjust your settings. I generally only shoot in rainforests on overcast days. Direct sunlight throws beams of light through the tree and creates dark shadows. There is enough mess and clutter in a rainforest to deal with without adding more. The smooth even light on a cloudy day is perfect for shooting rainforest, but watch your white balance setting, as auto may not adjust fully and the predominance of green can sometimes throw a magenta cast that needs to be adjusted in post production. Even on overcast days the indirect light still reflects off shiny leaves and causes hotspots or detail to be blown out. A polarising filter is a must to cut the glare off the leaves, bring out subject detail and saturate colours. A polariser will cut almost 2 stops of light off an already slow shutter speed so a tripod is mandatory when shooting in rainforests. This will also allow you to use your lowest ISO setting to maintain image quality. Shooting wider angle shots that include both the forest floor and mid to upper canopy bring light variances to can be tamed with a graduated grey filter. As discussed the top of the canopy is much lighter than the bottom and this is a good Web: www.peterryanphotography.com.au



way of evening out the light. Adding a grad-grey will reduce light hitting the sensor even further, strengthening the need for a tripod. Snow and Ice These scenes are normally very bright with strong reflected light causing your camera’s light meter to underexpose. You need to fine tune your exposure with your Exposure Compensation dial. Many see white and automatically adjust by adding +2 EV but there are normally other tones in the scene including trees, roads, sky, etc that are considerably darker in tone than white so often +1.25 is a good starting point. If in doubt bracketing your shots with 1/3rd or half stop increments with a view to overexposure is a good idea. Again watch your white balance as shadow can appear bluish from light reflected off the sky. It might sound silly until you get home and look at your images but plan your shoot and watch where you walk, as you do not want footprints all around the foreground of your shot.



Deserts and Sand Dunes Like snow and ice the camera is fooled by the brighter colour of sand and the light reflected of it and will cause underexposure. Again you need to add some exposure compensation but normally less than required for snow – I would say try working at +0.7 to 1.0. The best time to shoot dunes is early morning or late afternoon when the sun is low and shadows are cast on one side of the dune. This allows you to explore lines and shapes of the dunes. Shooting in Namibia the big issue became dust. The fine talcum powder sand crept into all areas of the camera and I am not sure didn’t cause issues with a lens I had to subsequently replace. Be careful as the where and how you change lenses.
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